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THE ACT 

The Electronic Communications Act (ECA) 36 of 2005 during the drafting stage was titled the Convergence Bill.

In chapter 1 in subsection 2 the Object of the Act stipulates the following:- The primary object of this Act is to provide 
for the regulation of electronic communications in the Republic in the public interest and for the purpose to –

(a) promote and facilitate the convergence of telecommunications, broadcasting, information technologies and 
other services contemplated in the Act;

(b) promote and facilitate the development of interoperable and interconnected electronic networks, the 
provision of the services contemplated in the Act and to create a technologically neutral licensing framework;

(c) promote the universal provision of electronic communications networks and electronic communications 
services and connectivity to all;

(d) encourage investment, including strategic infrastructure investment, and innovation in the communications 
sector;

(s) ensure that broadcasting services, viewed collectively- (i) promote the provision and development of a diverse range 
of sound and television broadcasting services on a national, regional and local level, that cater for all language and 
cultural groups and provide, entertainment and education and information. 
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THE ACT – What is really happening?

The events of the last few years including the recent 2021 Draft National Radio Frequency Plan seek to promote
divergence. This has included the removal of broadcasting from spectrum post 700 MHz which is now been auctioned
for future use by mobile telephony companies. eMedia supports the auction of the spectrum and during the process
of DTT migration will in due course vacate this spectrum and occupy the spectrum below 694MHz which is reserved for
broadcasting.

Divergence

Telco (MNO)

Broadcasters

Digital convergence refers to the convergence of four industries, ITTCE (Information Technologies, Telecommunication, 
Consumer Electronics, and Entertainment.

Technology has enabled entertainment to imminently include broadcasting.
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IMT Service and Broadcasting

▪ In the latest Frequency Plan, spectrum below 700 MHz is allocated to broadcasters which would include 5G 

broadcasting. 

▪ 5G broadcasting will bring free-to-air content to mobile phone users without requiring an internet connection. 

▪ Companies in Europe are testing how 5G broadcasting will operate in the frequencies above and below 700MHz. The 

countries testing below 700MHz are those in which post 700MHz spectrum has already been licensed to the MNO’s. 

▪ Testing has shown that 5G broadcasting can co-exist with DTT systems in the sub 700 MHz bands. As the sub 700 MHz 

spectrum below has been set aside for broadcasting, this coexistance permits the development of 5G broadcasting as a 

future technology. This will allow for greater universal access to broadcasting services. 

▪ As the spectrum above 700MHz has been auctioned to the mobile operators in South Africa, and given developments 

in technology which show that 5G broadcasting can coexist with DTT in the spectrum below 700MHz, eMedia intends 

to apply to ICASA for a testing license for purposes of testing 5G in the spectrum below 700MHz. eMedia will involve a 

team from ICASA in this testing which will demonstrate how 5G broadcasting is evolving.

▪ The next slides show how the standard for 5G broadcast/Multicast is evolving and developing. 
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Leapfrogging in the latest technological developments

Evolution of Mobile Communications from 1G to 5G (Internet of things)

New technologies allow previously separate technologies such as voice (and telephony features), data (and 
productivity applications), and video can now share resources and interact with each other synergistically.
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5G for Broadcast – What is it ? 

The 5G Broadcast technology uses a process named FeMBMS (Further evolved Multimedia Broadcast 

Multicast Service). As a TV or radio broadcaster, this standard gives you the full spectrum of High-Power High 

Tower (HPHT) applications in the downlink-only mode for the first time by employing 5G

One of the biggest advantages of 5G Broadcast is that the distributed content can reach an unlimited 

number of users simultaneously. In contrast to mobile networks

A new technology that is being developed and trialed in line with market requirements to address the shift in media 

usage. It allows broadcast content to be distributed directly to mobile devices. Unlike streaming, users do not need an 

internet connection to receive content on 5G-compatible end devices 

What‘s so special about FeMBMS?

▪ 100% downlink signal
▪ Supports SFN networks
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ONE TO MANY DEVICES

With 5G Broadcast, a transmitter serves an unlimited number of users and devices. 

5GBC
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5GBC

Unlike mobile communications, video data transmitted with 5G Broadcast will not consume any data volume of 
mobile contracts  
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5G defines two modes of broadcast communication

Standalone broadcast
Dedicated broadcasting network to provide a common delivery 
platform for richer contents and services

Addressing broadcaster requirements for content delivery

Mixed-mode multicast
Low-power network supporting dynamic mode switching between 
unicast and broadcast to more efficiently deliver identical content

Addressing mobile operator requirements for improved capacity

Single Frequency Network (SFN)
for downlink broadcast only

Live distribution of mass media content
e.g., digital TV, live sports, and digital signage

Broader 5G use cases
e.g., efficient eMBB delivery, SW/FW update, IoT, V2X, and 
public safety

Dynamic switching between broadcast and
unicast,

Addressing diverse ecosystem, deployment, and use case requirements
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The Foundation for 5G Broadcast spans across generation 

Building on the learnings from multiple generations of cellular broadcast 
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5G – Converging technologies for broadcasting and mobile broadband
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Significant interests to pilot 5G broadcast for digital TV delivery

Italy
2018: TV delivery with Rel-14 enTV

Germany

2020-22: 5G Media2Go audiovisual service for autonomous 
vehicles with Rel-14/16 enTV in Stuttgart/Heilbronn

2017-20: Distributionof TV with Rel-14 enTV in Munich 
and Bavarian alpine region

using HPHT in Aosta during
European Championship

2020: TV delivery to mobile devices
with Rel-14/16 enTV using HPHT

South Korea
Late 2021: Distributionof live TV
using Rel-16 enTV near Seoul

in Turin

United Kingdom
2018-19: Distributionof linear and nonlinear BBC radio 
using Rel-12/14 broadcast in rural Orkney Islands

Austria
2020-23: Distributionof TV and radio
with Rel-14/16 enTV, also interplaying
with eMBB in Vienna

Spain
2020: Distributionof free-to-air linear radio and TV

China
2019-20: NRTA1 is cooperatingwithusing Rel-14 enTV with HPHT in Barcelona
ABS2 and CBN3 to setup 5G Broadcast
field trials in Beijing

India
2020+: Growing interest
in latest broadcast4 technologies

2022: Targeting to commerciallydeploy
5G broadcast by Winter Olympics in
Beijing, and broader national expansion

Colombia planned afterwards

Brazil
2020+: TV 3.0 project calling 
for proposals

2020-21: Delivery of TV and radio with Rel-14
broadcast trial deployment in Santiago de Tolú

Source: 5G-MAG and Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.

Where in the world is 5GBC being tested?
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5G for Broadcast Standard ( 3GPP)

3GPP manages the cellular standards: GSM, 3G UMTS, LTE; and now 5G. 3GPP, 3rd Generation Partnership Project is
an industry collaboration that manages the standards for the on-going mobile communications systems. Unites Seven
Organizational Partners ( ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TSDSI, TTA, TTC)

3GPP sitting in 
September 
2021, working 
on release 17 
which has now 
formerly include 
5G broadcast 
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The Solution and Opportunity  

1. To investigate and understand the absolute use and the effectiveness of spectrum in the 5G world.

2. To investigate and understand that broadcasters can utilize the spectrum below 700MHz and coexist with the DTT. 

3. To ensure that content can be delivered to the households in South Africa without the cost of data. 

4. To capitalize on the fortuitous opportunity provided to South Africa by the delay in rolling out DTT. 

5. This will not only enable eMedia to use the spectrum below 700 MHz for 5G broadcasting alongside DTT but will 

enable the auctioned spectrum above 700MHz to be used by mobile telephony companies afterit has been 

vacated by all broadcasters in the near future. 
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THANK YOU 
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